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In the heart of Texas, Monroe University Law School's newest recruits have it all. . .but in Shelia Dansby
Harvey's sexy, explosive debut novel, that might be too much.

Beautiful and kind--yet fiery and passionate when it counts--Callie Stephens has a new career track, a new
best friend, and a new love. Finally the void left by her father's mysterious death is being filled, but life has a
few new twists in store. . .

Smart, successful seductress Raven Holloway has "that intangible thang" everyone in town has noticed--
including a very powerful, very married, Texas senator. Raven's used to going for it all, but this time she
may be going too far. . .

Aspiring lawyer and ex-pro football player Omar Faxton is a freeloading womanizer. Then he meets Callie.
Now he's torn between two loves: his real-life woman and the insatiable greed that's fueled every relationship
he's ever had--including the one Callie doesn't know about. . .

Tall, dark, and intense, Keith Dawson is trying to put his life back together after some serious screw-ups. But
when he finds himself irresistibly attracted to his friend Omar's girl, he wonders if he's just rotten to the core.
. .

Meanwhile, as a white student at Monroe, Bret Milstead is in the minority for the first time. And when he
finds himself falling for a black classmate, he'll have to choose between convention and uncharted waters
dictated by love. . .

"Sexy and sassy. . .a can't-miss tale." --Victor McGlothin, author of Every Sistah Wants It

"A compelling and page-turning novel." --R.A.W.SISTAZ Reviewers

"Hot romance and spicy intrigue." --William July, author of The Hidden Lover

Shelia Dansby Harvey is a practicing attorney and has taught at Rice University's graduate school of
business and Thurgood Marshal School of Law. Among her many accomplishments, she was the publisher of
Black Tie, an African American lifestyle magazine. She lives with her husband in Houston, Texas.
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From reader reviews:

Phyllis Kelly:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important work, like looking
for your favorite reserve and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add your
knowledge by the book entitled Illegal Affairs. Try to make book Illegal Affairs as your buddy. It means that
it can being your friend when you sense alone and beside those of course make you smarter than ever before.
Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you a lot more confidence because you can know every
little thing by the book. So , let's make new experience along with knowledge with this book.

Marian Storie:

Have you spare time for just a day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Yep, you can
choose the suitable activity with regard to spend your time. Any person spent their spare time to take a walk,
shopping, or went to the particular Mall. How about open or even read a book called Illegal Affairs? Maybe
it is for being best activity for you. You understand beside you can spend your time with the favorite's book,
you can cleverer than before. Do you agree with their opinion or you have various other opinion?

Keely Charles:

Here thing why that Illegal Affairs are different and trustworthy to be yours. First of all examining a book is
good but it depends in the content of computer which is the content is as yummy as food or not. Illegal
Affairs giving you information deeper and in different ways, you can find any reserve out there but there is
no e-book that similar with Illegal Affairs. It gives you thrill studying journey, its open up your current eyes
about the thing that will happened in the world which is maybe can be happened around you. You can bring
everywhere like in area, café, or even in your method home by train. If you are having difficulties in bringing
the published book maybe the form of Illegal Affairs in e-book can be your option.

Timothy Wrobel:

A number of people said that they feel bored when they reading a book. They are directly felt that when they
get a half regions of the book. You can choose typically the book Illegal Affairs to make your own reading is
interesting. Your own personal skill of reading ability is developing when you just like reading. Try to
choose easy book to make you enjoy to see it and mingle the opinion about book and reading especially. It is
to be first opinion for you to like to open up a book and study it. Beside that the e-book Illegal Affairs can to
be your brand-new friend when you're really feel alone and confuse in what must you're doing of these time.
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